
“Has The Empire Struck Back? If So, There Is Still Little New Hope…”

Description

Empire Strikes Back

Just when the market was starting to resign itself to the deeply uncomfortable reality that central banks
are serious about hiking rates further, rather than pivoting to bail out stocks, along came a flurry of data
to change their minds again.

First we saw Chinese data, which stank across the board. Everything was weaker than the
weakness already expected, from investment to industrial production to retail sales; and yet supply still
grew faster than final demand – showing why China keeps producing huge export surpluses (i.e., these
are a sign of weakness, not strength, but some analysts are unable to do simple maths, it seems). On
top of that, youth unemployment remained firmly around the 20% level, which is what you expect from
a struggling Eurozone periphery economy and not China – although it has the fiscal deficit and
government debt to match, which the same analysts as above keep failing to notice too.

The data were so bad, in fact, that we also got a surprising 10bps rate cut from the PBOC taking 
the medium-term loan rate down to 2.75%. Of course, this is utterly irrelevant economically and
financially, just as any further mooted 25bps cut in banks’ Reserve Requirement Ratio (RRR) would
be. Neither step does anything to address the real problems of too much supply and too much debt.
Lower bond yields only encourage both. If they could help reverse that trend, all the cuts and RRR
reductions so far would have produced faster, not slower growth. (As the same set of analysts keep 
failing to understand, as they salivate each time such policies are rolled out.)

Then we got the US Empire PMI. To be fair, this is usually a third-tier data release. However, the 
staggering fall that it saw –a collapse from 11.1 to -31.3 vs. a consensus of 5– was first tier stuff
. Especially when the NAHB housing index also dropped from 55 to 49, with 19% of builders saying
they are now reducing prices, and 69% that higher mortgage rates are crimping demand.
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In short, the risks of a global recession are suddenly much clearer. Then again, they were
*always* clear to some. And does anyone think that a central-bank pivot will make them less likely at
this stage? (Apart from the analysts above.)

For once, however, commodities markets broadly supported a potential pivot in that oil prices 
also collapsed by around 4.5% on the day. Regular readers will know that I have kept saying that
central banks could only start to consider a policy U-turn once yields AND commodities fell back
together, rather than the former falling supporting the latter rising. Has the Empire struck back?

If so, there is still little New Hope: welcome to a global recession with soaring unemployment 
and biting deflation… that our unhappy, inflation-ravaged societies will welcome like a hole in 
the head. (While the same happy-clappy gang think equities can find some kind of support in that
environment.) It won’t be Return of the Jedi as much as Revenge of the Sith-ed.

It does need pointing out that the move in energy prices was also driven to some degree by rumors
that the Iran nuclear deal may be back on again after endless rounds of talks – and Iranian nuclear
advances on the ground. Tehran says it has sent its response to the US and EU, and is now waiting for
their reply. Let’s see if rumors of a deal to remove the IRGC from terrorist watchlists, and/or to 
guarantee that no future US administration can reverse on this deal(!) fly or not.

Many in the US and EU think that both sides saying ‘yes’ will open the door to lower energy prices,
doves, olive branches, and peace, love, and harmony. I can’t say exactly what the correlation is 
with the analysts who don’t understand Chinese data or how central banks work, but I suspect 
it is high.

By Michael Every of Rabobank
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